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Question 1

In a small country near the Baltic Sea, there are only three commodities: potatoes, meatballs and
jam. Prices have been remarkably stable for the last 50 years or so. Potatoes cost 2 crowns per
sack, meatballs cost 4 crowns per crock and jam costs 6 crowns per jar.

a) Write down a budget equation for a citizen named Gunnar who has an income of 360 crowns
per year. Let P stand for the number of sacks of potatoes, M for the number of crocks of meatballs
and J for the number of jars of jam consumed by Gunnar in a year.

b) The citizens of this country are in general very clever people, but they are not good at
multiplying by two. This made shopping for potatoes very difficult for many citizens. Therefore it
was decided to introduce a new unit of currency, such that potatoes would be the numeraire. A sack
of potatoes costs one unit of the new currency while the same relative prices apply as in the past.
In terms of the new currency, what is the price of meatballs?

c) In terms of the new currency, what is the price of jam?

d) What would Gunnars income in the new currency have to be for him to be exactly able to
afford the same commodity bundles that he could afford before college?

e) Write down Gunnars new budget equation. Is Gunnars budget set any different than what
it was before the change?

Question 2

Pocahontas, an aggressive skier, spends her entire income on skis and bindings. She wears out
one pair of skis for every pair of bindings she wears out.

a) Graph her indifference curves for skis and bindings.

b) Now draw her indifference cure on the assumption that she is such an aggressive skier that
she wears out two pairs of skis for every pair of bindings she wears out.

c) Suppose that Pocahontas has 3600 pounds to spend on skis and bindings every year. Find
her best affordable bundle of skis and bindings under both of the preferences described in (a) and
(b). Skis are 480 pounds for each pair and bindings are 240 pounds for each pair.
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Question 3

Randy Ratpack hates studying both economics and history. The more time he spends studying ei-
ther subject, the less happy he is. Sketch an indifference curve for Randy where the two commodities
are hours per week spent studying economics and hours per week spent studying history.

Question 4

Suppose that a consumer always consumes 2 spoons of sugar with each cup of coffee. If the price
of sugar is p1 per spoonful and the price of coffee is p2 per cup and the consumer has m pounds to
spend on coffee and sugar, how much will he or she want to purchase?

Question 5

Gary likes food but dislikes cigarette smoke. The more food he has, the more he would be willing
to give up to achieve a given reduction in cigarette smoke. If food and cigarette smoke are the only
two goods, draw Garys indifference curves.

Question 6

Suppose Albert always uses exactly two pats of butter on each piece of toast. If toast costs
0.10/slice and butter costs 0.20/pat, find Alberts best affordable bundle if he has 12/month to
spend on toast and butter. Suppose Albert starts to watch his cholesterol and therefore alters his
preference to using exactly one pat of butter on each piece of toast. How much toast and butter
would Albert then consume each month?

Question 7

Ali spends 6 pounds per week on orange juice and apple juice. Orange juice costs 2 pounds per
cup while apple juice costs 1 pound per cup. Ali views 1 cup of orange juice as a perfect substitute
for 3 cups of apple juice. Find Alis optimal consumption bundle of orange juice and apple juice each
week. Suppose the price of apple juice rises to 2 pounds per cup, while the price of orange juice
remains constant. How much additional income would Ali need to afford his original consumption
bundle?
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